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Abstract 

High degrees of ethnocentrism indicate intolerance towards that which is not one’s own. When displayed by 

teachers towards learners, such attitudes may have detrimental effects on learner performance and hinder 

transformation in South African classrooms. Using Vygotskian sociocultural theory of human learning as a 

theoretical framework, this quantitative case study reports on the outcome of the electronically administered 

Generalised Ethnocentrism survey that measured 1,164 preservice teachers’ ethnocentrism at a private higher 

education institution. Apart from providing biographical data, respondents answered 22 statements on a 5-point 

Likert-type scale about their beliefs pertaining to their own and others’ culture, customs, and values. Results 

showed that preservice teachers manifest varying degrees of ethnocentrism but that those who attended 

multicultural schools scored significantly lower on the ethnocentrism scale than those who attended mono-

ethnic schools. Respondents in the last stretch of their studies also obtained lower scores on the GENE scale 

than first and second years. This would suggest that greater exposure to social diversity and interaction across 

cultures plays a fundamental role in shaping ethnocentric beliefs and attitudes. An unexpected finding was that 

the instrument did not provide similar results as found in several studies, thus creating misgivings about its 

applicability in a context in which a minority ethnic grouping no longer held power. Policy makers and teacher 

educators should consider interventions to create more explicit and purposeful opportunities for preservice 

teachers to gain multicultural exposure and develop cultural competence. Assisting prospective teachers to 

identify their own ethnocentrism and knowing how to counter the many prevailing ideologies that promote, 

however inadvertently, ethnocentrism would prepare them for the realities of their future classroom and equip 

them to act as agents of change.        
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Introduction 

Given South Africa’s apartheid history of segregation at all levels, discussions about issues of 

ethnicity in education remain uncomfortable yet pertinent. After the first democratic elections 

in 1994, followed the drafting of a just national constitution, key educational policies such as 

the South African Schools Act 108 of 1996, the Language-in-Education Policy of 1997, and 

the Language Policy for Higher Education of 2002, as well as the development of new school 

curricula, the time was ripe for transforming education by implementing social justice, 

encouraging tolerance, accepting diversity, and promoting multiculturalism and 

multilingualism.  

However, bringing about change to the apartheid-fractured education system implied not only 

challenging inequities related to ethnicity in policies and curricula, but also endeavouring to 

equip teachers with adequate cultural competence in order to teach well in ethnically diverse 

classrooms. However, achieving this requires more than just introducing new ideologies that 

manifest in new policies, adopting a culturally relevant pedagogy, or designing new modules 

on multiculturalism. As Jansen (2011, p. vii) claimed, “[E]ducation must move beyond ‘face 

equity’ as an account of change and take on the hard knowledge questions.”  

We wondered whether a decade later the next generation of prospective white South African 

teachers had moved beyond “face equity.” As part of a larger study, we thus asked to what 

degree are pre-service teachers studying at a mono-ethnic institution ethnocentric? It was of 

interest since after graduating, they would most likely not be appointed in similar mono-

ethnic teaching contexts but would work, rather, in multicultural schools with a diverse 

learner profile. Although we measured only the degree of ethnocentrism and not its possible 

effect, our premise was that high degrees of ethnocentrism could possibly affect their attitude 

towards learners whose identity frameworks did not mirror theirs. If apparent, such 

prejudicial behaviour might impact negatively on the teaching and learning experience.  

In this article, we report on a key outcome of our study conducted with a mono-ethnic 

preservice teacher population (n = 1,164) enrolled at a private higher education institution 

(PHEI) in South Africa. By mono-ethnic we mean preservice teachers who share a 

commonality in terms of race, language, culture, and religion. It is within this broad mono-

ethnic context that we sought to establish to what degree these preservice teachers manifest 

ethnocentrism.  

Literature review  

The 21st century has been characterised by globalisation (Kamwangamalu, 2010; Marshall & 

Moore, 2018; Yiakoumetti, 2003), high mobility, fluid borders, seamless migration, and 

rapidly expanding human interconnectedness (Dewey, 2007; Hammack, 2015). This has not 

necessarily brought about an appreciation of cultural and linguistic pluralism but had led, 

rather, to an increase in ethnocentrism (see Ager, 2001; Eatwell, 2000, Van der Westhuizen, 

2018). However, it is important to note that the construct of ethnocentrism carries both 
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positive and negative connotations (Neuliep, 2002; Neuliep & McCroskey, 1997; Wrench et 

al., 2006). While ethnocentrism can be associated with national pride and even patriotism 

(Neuliep, 2002) as positive attitudinal indicators, it is generally associated with individuals 

who are “lacking acceptance of cultural diversity” (Hooghe, 2008, p. 11) based on the belief 

that their own ethnic group or culture is superior to others and that their own world view and 

values should be applied universally (Tajfel & Turner, 1982). In its extreme form, it 

manifests as racism and xenophobia. An increase in this type of ethnocentrism is exemplified 

in the anti-immigrant movements such as Brexit, the termination of the Deferred Action for 

Childhood Arrivals (DACA) policy in the United States along with the brutal racism that led 

to the Black Lives Matter (BLM) protests, the xenophobic attacks reported in Africa 

(especially in South Africa), the advocacy for ethnic nationalism, and the tendency to vote for 

extreme-right-wing political parties like Vlaams Belang in Belgium and, earlier this decade, 

UKIP in the United Kingdom. The most recent manifestation was the storming of the Capitol 

in January 2021 after Trump lost the US presidential election. To understand the complexities 

of identifying and measuring ethnocentrism we now go on to clarify the related concepts of 

ethnicity and ethnocentrism.  

Defining ethnicity and ethnocentrism 

Late 20th-century sociolinguistic definitions described ethnicity as “a group identity” that is 

derived from social constructs such as language, culture, race, and religion (Edwards, 1985, 

p. 6). Ager’s description (2001) included physical attributes such as skin and hair colour as 

well as the shape of one’s nose. More appropriate for the 21st century since individuals claim 

various identities and affiliations, ethnicity should instead be defined as “a lived and 

experienced sense of groupness that is more fluid, flexible and subjective than the biological 

and genetic considerations inherent in the concept of race” (Mesthrie, 2017, p. 102).  

Brekhus (2008) and Mesthrie (2017) have argued that ethnic identity should not be viewed as 

fixed but, rather, as complex and multidimensional. Crump (2014) also stated that individuals 

enact and negate hybrid fluid identities making it hard to view ethnicity or ethnic identity as 

fixed. The neo-Simmelian position also criticises fixed notions of identity since, as this anti-

positivist researcher argued over half a century ago, identity is a result of multiple 

overlapping affiliations such as religious, political, cultural, social, familial, and geographical 

intersections (Simmel, 1955). Fixed notions of identity are often also associated with national 

political agendas that lead to in-group and out-group distinctions based on ethnicity (Crump, 

2014). However, viewing ethnic identity singularly as fluid belies the fact that ethnic 

differences and similarities can still be grouped into political, stable, and countable social 

constructs. Fluid notions of identity could also result in invisible heterogeneity, i.e., the 

failure to acknowledge diversity explicitly (Crump, 2014) and is associated with a colour-

blind ideology that promotes sameness and suppresses diversity by not acknowledging 

socially constructed (ethnic) differences (Thomas, 2018).  
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When the term ethnicity is associated with social constructs that categorise and distinguish 

individuals from one another, it can also be used to establish in- and out-groups based on a 

hierarchical categorisation related to notions of ethnocentrism.  

The term ethnocentrism was coined by the Polish sociologist, Ludwig Gumplowicz, in 1883, 

and in 1906, according to Bizumic (2014), it was appropriated by William Graham Sumner. 

Ethnocentrism, with its roots in the Greek word for nation or people, is a sociological and 

psychological construct that influences the attitudes and beliefs of individuals about ethnicity 

(Gumplowicz, 1883; Mangnale et al., 2011); the two constructs are thus inseparable. Sumner 

(1906, p. 8) defined ethnocentrism as “self-centred scaling” or the tendency of individuals to 

identify strongly with their own culture by viewing it as central and by rejecting or reducing 

other cultures, languages, and/or religious traditions to a less prominent role (Mangnale et al., 

2011; Sumner, 1906; Tajfel & Turner, 1982).  

Ethnocentrism is often associated with ethnic nationalism (Ager, 2001) and what De Luca et 

al., (2018, p. 15) called “ethnic favouritism” that often manifests in the domination of, or 

preference for, a specific language or religion by a particular group. The foundation of 

nationalism lies in the sense of a collective or social identity and, in many cases, in the 

presence of an outsider, the “other” or “them”, against whom the struggle takes place and 

“whose domination or potential threat stresses the necessity of a collective endeavour” (Ager, 

2001, p. 14).  

More recently, ethnocentrism has been found to correlate strongly with a lack of cultural 

intelligence (Harrison, 2012; Young et al., 2017), having intercultural communication 

apprehension (Wrench & McCroskey, 2003; Wrench et al., 2006), displaying religious 

fundamentalism (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 2004; Wrench, et al., 2006), homonegativity 

(Wrench et al., 2006) and homophobia (Wrench & McCroskey, 2003).  

Furthermore, ethnocentrism is evident in various societal conditions such as sectionalism, 

religious prejudice, racism, and even nationalism (Neuliep, 2002). It is generally also 

connected to distrust and authoritarian ideologies such as conservatism (Hooghe, 2008). 

Levinson (1950, p. 150) has argued that ethnocentrism is based  

on a pervasive and rigid in-group out-group distinction; it involves stereotyped, 

negative imagery and hostile attitudes regarding out-groups, stereotyped positive 

imagery and submissive attitudes regarding in-groups, and a hierarchical, 

authoritarian view of group interaction in which in-groups are rightly dominant, out-

groups subordinate.  

An argument has also been made that ethnocentrism is a universal natural phenomenon that is 

subconscious (see Neuliep, 2002; Neuliep and McCroskey, 1997, Shimp and Sharma,1987; 

Sumner, 1906, Wrench et al., 2006). However, describing ethnocentrism as universal might 

well overlook the fact that although it is a widespread phenomenon, it has various localised 

manifestations (Tajfel & Turner,1982).  
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Louw et al. (2014), explained that human development is a cultural process based on the 

impact that cultural values, norms, and lifestyles can have on a person’s attitudes, beliefs, and 

personal development. Yusof et al., (2014) suggested that prolonged exposure to an 

exclusive, mono-ethnic environment may be one of the reasons why some individuals 

manifest a high degree of ethnocentrism, and whether one could argue that exposure to other 

ethnicities (races, cultures, and languages) could decrease one’s degrees of ethnocentrism 

while no such exposure could inflate them. We thus chose Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory 

(1978) as the theoretical framework for this study. Since human development can be viewed 

as a cultural process, it is possible that individuals’ ethnocentrism can increase or decrease 

based on their social experiences with other cultures, the interaction between their biological 

and sociocultural changes, and their environmental exposure, such as, for example, their 

schooling context and home environment (Louw et al., 2014; Vygotsky, 1978.) The latter 

also argued that human development is a social occurrence, not an individual one and this 

notion aligns with the general premises of ethnocentrism (see Gibbon 2015). Ager’s (2001) 

research resonates with the tenets of Vygotsky’s social cultural theory and strengthens the 

argument of Yusof et al. (2014) by claiming that individual attitudes and beliefs are socially 

conditioned and therefore usually shared within a particular community. Therefore, in a 

mono-ethnic community, individuals’ attitudes and beliefs about others’ language, culture, 

and race may well be influenced. Tajfel and Turner’s (1982) argument that the reasons 

leading to an increase or decrease in ethnocentrism or even perhaps its disappearance should 

be considered. We were thus interested in measuring a sample of pre-service teachers’ degree 

of ethnocentrism since we surmised that their earlier and current education environments 

were largely mono-ethnic.  

Teachers and ethnocentrism 

The damaging effects of ethnocentrism are, however, not limited to politics; they are also 

evident in education. Various national and international studies (e.g., Cain, 2012; Fittel, 2008; 

Incecay, 2011; Johnson, 1992, 1994; Karabenick & Noda, 2004; Kazempour & Sadler, 2015; 

Knudson, 1998; Lombard, 2017; Nespor, 1987; Vibulphol, 2004; Xu, 2012) found that 

teachers’ beliefs about ethnicity have a significant impact on their classroom practices and 

learner performance yet, as Kazempour and Sadler (2015) argued, studies that focus on 

preservice teachers’ convictions related to ethnicity and their ethnocentrism remain largely 

unaddressed. It thus becomes imperative to investigate ethnocentrism in teacher education if 

preservice programmes are to deliver teachers who appreciate cultural and linguistic 

pluralism in their classrooms. However, exhibiting high degrees of ethnocentrism publicly is 

viewed most often as socially unacceptable (Roy, 2006) so, ethnocentrism is, therefore, 

complex to investigate and difficult to measure.  

As promulgated in the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) Act 67 (Republic of South 

Africa (RSA), 2008, teacher education in South Africa is guided by the Minimum 

Requirements of Teacher Education Qualifications (MRTEQ) policy (Department of Higher 

Education and Training (DHET), 2015). According to the MRTEQ policy, all teacher 

education programmes are required to prepare preservice teachers to become socially just 
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teachers by including “situational and contextual elements that assist teachers in developing 

competencies that enable them to deal with diversity and transformation” (DHET, 2015, pp. 

8–9). However, even though policies may advocate for such attributes in teachers, Anderson 

(2014, n.p.) asked, “How many teachers walk into their classrooms on their first day of 

teaching with the necessary skills in their toolbox to navigate diversity and aspects of 

ethnicity?”  

The challenges awaiting novice teachers are exacerbated when they are not equipped to 

recognise ethnic diversity and further complicated when their ethnic profile differs from that 

of their learners (Anderson, 2014). If preservice teachers lack “acceptance of cultural 

diversity” (Hooghe, 2008, p. 11) and consider their own ethnic group superior to others (see 

Mangnale et al., 2011; Sumner, 1906) such attitudes and beliefs may drive classroom 

practices (Johnson, 1992, 1994; Lombard, 2017; Nespor, 1987; Pajares, 1992; Richardson, 

1996; Vibulphol, 2004), and become detrimental to learners’ performance and academic 

achievement (le Roux, 2016; Marx, 2004; Xu, 2012). It is thus pertinent that preservice 

teachers understand how their beliefs about so-called others and their own ethnocentrism 

might manifest in their classroom practices (le Roux, 2016) and create dissonance in an 

environment that ought to be conducive to learning. As le Roux (2016, p. 7) and Marx (2004, 

p. 40) have stated, the most “loving teachers” can be racist and ethnocentric and have 

detrimental effects on the learners they teach.  

In a South African study by Vandeyar (2008), the participants failed to recognise the 

opportunities that a multicultural and multilingual class offers in relation to cultivating a 

generation of learners committed to the values of democracy and social justice. Another 

study, conducted in the United Kingdom, found that preservice teachers are ill-prepared for 

the multilingual and multicultural classroom since their undergraduate programme prepared 

them only for a “monoculture, a mythical, culturally homogeneous aggregation of students’’ 

(Bullock, 1998, p. 1025). Various studies (see Khunou et al., 2019; le Roux, 2016; Reygan, 

2019; Roux and Becker, 2016; Vandeyar, 2008) have also reported on teachers’ and 

preservice teachers’ prejudices, their ignorance about diversity, and their ineptitude or 

unwillingness to address issues of diversity in the South African education system. In another 

study by Vandeyar and Vandeyar (2017) South African preservice teachers were quick to 

make distinctions between them and us when they were working with immigrant students. 

From their study, ethnocentrism in teacher education was evident since the preservice 

teachers clearly attempted to exclude immigrant students on an academic and social level, 

based on aspects of ethnicity. One can therefore understand why Jansen (2011, p. vii) stressed 

the need for researching the “epistemological and ideological character” of South African 

preservice teachers to counter this reluctance to change and, instead, embrace diversity.  

If preservice teachers are to become active role players in addressing the detrimental effects 

of ethnocentrism in education, they need to be taught to interrogate their own worldviews and 

to reflect critically on their degree of ethnocentrism in order to appreciate the diverse 

worldviews of their learners and make informed decisions about their own classroom 

practices (Boutte et al., 2011; le Roux, 2016).  
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Contextualising the study   

Higher education remains central to the project of transformation in South Africa (Council of 

Higher Education, (CHE), 2016). Currently persons wishing to become teachers have the 

option of enrolling at either public universities or private higher education institutions 

(PHEIs), a favoured choice because students most often gain their qualifications through 

distance mode. Legislation exists to ensure that higher education in South African operates 

within the Constitution (Act No. 108 of 1996). (See, for example, the registration and 

accreditation requirements of the DHET, the Higher Education Quality Council (HEQC), 

CHE, a statutory body responsible for promoting and overseeing quality assurance in higher 

education, the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) and the NQF. The registration 

of PHEIs takes place in accordance with the requirements of the Higher Education Act (No. 

101 of 1997) and the Regulations for the Registration of PHEIs, 2016. PHEIs have to adhere 

to Section 9(3 and 4) in the Regulations for the Registration of Private HEIs (2016) in the 

Higher Education Act (Act No. 101 of 1997) and Section 29(3) of the Constitution (RSA, 

1996, p. 12), giving everyone “the right to establish and maintain, at their own expense, 

independent educational institutions that do not discriminate on the basis of race; are 

registered with the state; and maintain standards that are not inferior to standards at 

comparable public educational institutions.” Section 9(3) furthermore provides more detail by 

stating clearly that “the state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against 

anyone on one or more grounds, including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic 

or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, 

culture, language and birth” (RSA, 1996, p. 6). Once registered, PHEIs must offer equitable 

quality education to ensure that students obtain NQF-aligned qualifications. The CHE 

regulations with regard to PHEI’s accreditation of qualifications further curb existing mistrust 

surrounding PHEIs and perceptions that such institutions deliver programmes of 

“questionable quality” (CHE, 2016). 

Although various studies have been done on teachers’ beliefs such as learner expectations 

and best teaching practices, Fittel (2008), Incecay (2011), and Kazempour and Sadler (2015) 

have all indicated that studies focusing on preservice teachers’ beliefs about diversity in the 

classroom remain largely unaddressed especially in South Africa. Since various national and 

international studies (e.g., Cain, 2012; Johnson, 1992, 1994; Karabenick & Noda, 2004; 

Kazempour & Sadler, 2015; Knudson, 1998; Lombard, 2017; Nespor, 1987; Vibulphol, 2004; 

Xu, 2012) have found that teachers’ beliefs about teaching practices have a significant impact 

on their classroom practices and on learner performance, it has become imperative to 

investigate their beliefs about ethnicity in the classroom since, if left unchecked, 

ethnocentrism may become a threat to future teachers’ good classroom practice. 

Methodology 

We conducted the research at a PHEI in South Africa that offers various Bachelor of 

Education (B.Ed) degrees through a mostly distance mode of delivery. At the time of the 
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study, this PHEI was considered mono-ethnic in terms of its student composition since 99% 

of the preservice teachers were white and shared the same mother-tongue. The pertinent 

administrative records also show homogeneity in terms of gender since 89% of them 

identified as female. Upon enrolment, a student has to endorse the institutional Christian 

vision and mission statements.  

The mono-ethnic nature of the PHEI is permitted by a law that allows PHEIs to establish their 

own policies as long as no form of unfair discrimination takes place. For example, Section 

29(2) of the Bill of Rights (RSA, 1997) protects South Africans’ right to receive education in 

the language of their choice, Section 6 of the Constitution (Act 108 of 1996) prioritises the 

right of all languages to be treated equitably, and Section 30 states that “[e]veryone has the 

right to use the language and to participate in the cultural life of their choice” (RSA, 1997, p. 

13). Furthermore, Section 31 states that every person has the right and freedom to belong to 

and enjoy the cultural, religious, or linguistic community of his or her choice.  

With careful consideration of the interwoven aspects of ethnicity and in recognition of the 

fluidity of ethnic identities in the 21st century, we measured the degree of ethnocentrism 

using the Generalised Ethnocentrism (GENE) scale of preservice teachers studying in a 

monoethnic environment.  

Method 

This case study drew on a single data set of 1,164 preservice teachers studying at a 

purposefully chosen PHEI in South Africa making it an institutional case study i.e., a singular 

study within a particular setting (see Trochim et al., 2016). A positivist paradigm and a 

quantitative research design served this study best since empirical as well as biographical 

data was collected deductively through an objective measurement—a fixed Likert-scale 

survey that measures ethnocentrism (see Grosser, 2016; Lombard and Klopper, 2015). This 

was a non-experimental study since it was descriptive in nature and investigated preservice 

teachers’ degree of ethnocentrism. 

Sample 

Along with the research site being purposefully chosen, the homogenous sample of 

preservice teachers was conveniently selected through a non-random selection process since 

all the preservice teachers enrolled in 2019 were invited to participate in the study. The 

homogeneous sample was “typical” (Babbie et al., 2014, p. 281; Trochim et al. 2016, p. 87) 

of the PHEI population strengthening the case study design (see Babbie et al., 2014) since the 

results were largely representative of the enrolled student population of the PHEI at the time. 

However, in line with the points made by Trochim et al. (2016), the non-probability sampling 

technique did affect the external validity of the study.  

Students were informed of the purpose of the study via the PHEI’s online learning platform. 

They were told that their participation would be anonymous and voluntary, and that they 

were required to complete an online Google Forms questionnaire. No incentives were 
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offered. Institutional ethical clearance for this study was received (HU 18 08 01) and it was 

also consented to by the Research Board of the PHEI.  

The population consisted of 1,200 students of whom 1,164 participated in the online 

questionnaire. More than half (58%) of the sample was made up of first-year students. 

Second-year students accounted for 25%, third year, 13%, and students enrolled for the 

fourth, fifth, or sixth year constituted 4% of the sample. Although a regular B.Ed. degree is 

generally completed in four years, students at this PHEI are studying through a blended mode 

that allows them a longer completion time. The third-year preservice teachers who 

participated were collapsed with the other senior students to create a set accounting for 17% 

of the data set.  

The majority of the sample self-identified as female (86%) and 14% as male. The average age 

of the respondents was 21 years and 6 months with a standard deviation of 5.2 years. The 

minimum age was 18 and the maximum age was 56. The sample consisted of 99% white and 

92.5% of Afrikaans mother-tongue speakers with 94% having English as their second 

strongest language. Of the sample, 96% received primary education in Afrikaans, and 94% 

high school education in this language. Many of these students were appointed as teaching 

assistants and would have been responsible for a fair amount of instruction each week yet 

only 63% used Afrikaans as the medium of instruction. A test for equal proportions indicated 

a statistically significant difference (p <.001) between the respondents who used Afrikaans as 

the medium of instruction and those who did not. However, although the equal proportions 

test result was statistically significant, an effect size of 0.3 showed only moderate practical 

significance (see Field, 2018). The heterogeneity evident could therefore have occurred by 

chance. 

Biographical data showed that 61% attended multicultural primary schools and 56% attended 

multicultural high schools. An equal proportions test indicated a statistically significant 

difference (p <.001 level, an effect size of 0.23) between the respondents who attended 

multicultural primary schools and those who attended mono-ethnic primary schools. Another 

statistically significant difference (p-value, 0.001 level, an effect size of 0.11) existed 

between the respondents who attended multicultural high schools and those who had been in 

mono-ethnic high schools. From the descriptive demographical statistics, it was evident that 

the sample was homogenous with regard to race, gender, and language. Given the interrelated 

nature of the demographics, the sample is representative of a minority ethnic group in South 

Africa. 

Data collection instruments 

Two instruments were used—an online questionnaire consisting of 13 biographical questions 

and the GENE survey of 22 items. The GENE survey, also known as the 2002 Generalised 

Ethnocentrism scale, is a self-reporting instrument that was developed by Neuliep and 

McCroskey in 1997 and revised by Neuliep in 2002. The original GENE scale consisted of 24 

items, but after extensive factor analysis, these were reduced to 22 (Neuliep, 2002). The 

GENE scale is supposedly unidimensional; Neuliep (2002) reported that the 15 items 
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consistently form one factor when subjected to factor analysis. The revised GENE scale uses 

a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from (1) “strongly disagree” to (5) “strongly agree.” Only 

15 items are used in the scoring of ethnocentrism; the remaining seven items are used as 

distractors and three items should be reverse-scored before the calculation takes place (see 

Neuliep, 2002; Neuliep & McCroskey, 1997). The items of the GENE scale measure the 

respondent’s beliefs about the validity of others’ ethnicity, culture, customs, values, and 

lifestyles as well as their own.  

The GENE scale has been used to predict various attitudes and behaviours. For example, high 

degrees of ethnocentrism correlated with negative attitudes and expectations (Amos & 

McCroskey, 1999), poor cultural intelligence (Harrison, 2012; Young et al., 2017), 

intercultural communication apprehension (Wrench & McCroskey, 2003; Wrench et al., 

2006), religious fundamentalism (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 2004; Wrench et al., 2006), 

homonegativity (Wrench et al., 2006) and homophobia (Wrench & McCroskey, 2003). 

Neuliep (2002) also claimed that this scale possesses construct validity since it can be 

associated with positive attributes such as loyalty and patriotism. 

Furthermore, despite a careful search, we could find no definitive norms on the GENE scale 

although a mean score of around 30 has been found in earlier studies (Amos & McCroskey, 

1999; Neuliep, 2002; Neuliep & McCroskey, 1997; Wrench & McCroskey, 2003). In a study 

by McCroskey (2003), women scored significantly lower (mean score of 30.6) than men 

(mean of 35.5), indicating that a score between 30 and 35.5 seems to be the norm. The reason 

why men scored higher than women was unclear and was not discussed. These studies 

therefore provide a frame of reference that was used to interpret the respondents’ results.  

Reliability and validity of the instrument 

The GENE scale items (See Addendum A) were not translated into Afrikaans since this could 

have affected the reliability and validity of the instrument. All the respondents were believed 

to be bilingual and would therefore have been able to complete the survey in English. This 

assumption was based on the bilingual enrolment requirements of the PHEI as well as 

English being the additional language school-leavers are compelled to take as an exit subject. 

However, synonyms were added in brackets for low-frequency words. For example, item 14 

read, “Lifestyles in other cultures are not as valid (correct) as those in my culture.”  Similarly, 

in item 17, “I see people who are similar to me as virtuous, the final word was glossed as 

“good.”  

According to Neuliep (2002, p. 205), the GENE survey “can be administered to any person 

regardless of his or her cultural background.” The survey has been used and tested 

internationally numerous times by researchers such as Dong et al. (2008), Neuliep et al. 

(2001) and Wrench et al. (2006), with all their studies reporting a reliability coefficient above 

0.88. Studies conducted over 20 years ago reported the reliability of the GENE scale to be 

between 0.72 and 0.92, thus indicating its reliability. See Table 1 for 14 studies in 

chronological order and their reported Cronbach’s alphas on the GENE scale that 

demonstrate its reliability.  
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Table 1 

Reliability scores of the GENE scale 

Reported Cronbach 

alpha 

Researchers (previous studies) and year of 

study 

0.90 Amos & McCroskey (1999) 

0.88 Neuliep et al. (2001)  

0.82 Neuliep & McCroskey (2001) 

0.92 Star (2000) 

0.88 Neuliep (2002) 

0.90 Wrench & McCroskey (2003) 

0.88 McCroskey (2003) 

0.88 Wrench et al. (2006)  

0.79 Dean & Veenstra (2006) 

0.89 Dong et al. (2008) 

0.93 Neuliep & Speten-Hansen (2013) 

0.72 Edwin et al. (2016) 

0.90 Young et al. (2017) 

0.94 Benmamoun et al. (2019)  

 

Data analysis 

The data collected from the survey was first exported from Google Forms and then analysed 

using IBM SPSS statistics software. There was no missing data. However, an anomaly 

appeared in the response rate of 97% and in similarities in the biographical section. 

Therefore, it is possible that there were duplicates in the data set, but because of the 

anonymous nature of the data, this was impossible to confirm. The high response rate is, 

therefore, a limitation of the study’s findings.  

We did several descriptive and inferential statistical analyses and performed exploratory 

factor analyses (EFA). Furthermore, we performed a test of normality and, since the sample 

size was larger than 50, we also conducted the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test that indicated that 

the data did not come from a normal distribution (p-value < 0.001). However, the central 

limit theorem holds, implying that the means have an approximately normal distribution. 

Results 

The average GENE score (degree of ethnocentrism) was 31.53 (SD = 8.62), with a minimum 

score of 15 and a maximum of 65. See Figure 1 for the equal and symmetrical distribution of 

the GENE scores with an interquartile range of 12 (25, 31, 37). 
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Figure 1 

Box plot: Ethnocentrism mean distribution 

 

Reliability analysis was carried out on the GENE scale that showed that the GENE survey 

reached good reliability (α = 0.86) (see Field, 2018) that increases the trustworthiness of the 

study’s findings. After extraction, all 15 items appeared to be worthy of retention, resulting in 

a decrease in the alpha if deleted. See Table 2 for the descriptive statistics of each of the 15 

items as well as the reliability estimates. 

Table 2 

GENE scale item statistics and reliability estimates 

 Item statistics Reliability estimates 

Section B Mean SD Scale mean 

if item 

deleted 

Cronbach’s 

alpha if item 

deleted 

B1: Most other cultures are backward 

compared to my culture. 

2.35 .989 29.18 .851 

B2: My culture should be the role 

model for other cultures. 

2.68 1.216 28.85 .846 

B4: Lifestyles in other cultures are 

just as valid as those in my culture. 

(A) 

1.74 .969 29.79 .855 

B5: Other cultures should try to be 

more like my culture. 

2.12 1.028 29.42 .840 
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B7: People in my culture could learn 

a lot from people in other cultures. 

(A) 

2.20 1.003 29.33 .862 

B8: Most people from other cultures 

just don’t know what’s good for 

them. 

1.96 .942 29.57 .844 

B9: I respect the values and customs 

of other cultures. (A) 

1.48 .747 30.06 .854 

B10: It is smart of other cultures to 

look up to my culture. 

2.83 1.118 28.70 .849 

B11: Most people would be happier if 

they lived like people in my culture. 

2.31 1.055 29.22 .841 

B13: People in my culture have just 

about the best lifestyles of anywhere. 

2.20 .956 29.33 .846 

B14: Lifestyles in other cultures are 

not as valid as those in my culture. 

1.95 .974 29.58 .843 

B18: I do not cooperate with people 

who are different. 

1.70 .906 29.83 .853 

B20: I do not trust people who are 

different from me. 

2.58 1.050 28.95 .857 

B21: I dislike interacting with people 

from different cultures. 

1.84 .917 29.69 .851 

B22: I have little respect for the 

values and customs of other cultures. 

1.60 .955 29.93 .854 

The reliability and validity of the GENE survey were further investigated by EFA using 

principal axis factoring and Oblimin with Kaiser Normalisation rotation with eigenvalues 

greater than one. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy yielded a value of 

0.893 (105 df) with a significant Bartlett’s test of sphericity (p < 0. 001), indicating that the 

sample size (1164) was large enough to assess the factor structure and that the data was 

sufficient for the factor analysis (see Hair et al., 2010; Pallant, 2007; Tabachnick and Fidell, 

2007).  

From the EFA, 15 factors were identifiable before extraction; after extraction, three factors 

with an eigenvalue greater than 1 remained with an overall cumulative percentage of 43.219. 

The low cumulative percentage may be ascribed to the GENE survey having been designed 

for and in the context of North America and that contextual factors in South Africa may have 

affected the degree of variance. 

The eigenvalues show that the first factor explains 32% of the variance, with an eigenvalue of 

5.332. The second factor shows 8% and the third factor shows 3.19% of the variance. A 

further investigation into the factors was therefore important. See Table 3 for the three 

different factors through a pattern matrix and Figure 2 that depicts the GENE survey’s factor 

loadings on a scree plot. 
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Table 3 

Pattern matrix of the GENE factors 

Items Factor 

1 

Ethnocentrism 

2 

Unknown 

3 

Unknown 

B10: It is smart of other cultures to look up to my culture. .832 -.140 -.105 

B2: My culture should be the role model for other cultures. .771 -.031 -.026 

B11: Most people would be happier if they lived like people 

in my culture. 
.754 .039 .033 

B5: Other cultures should try to be more like my culture. .698 .135 .041 

B13: People in my culture have just about the best lifestyles 

of anywhere. 
.571 .032 .060 

B1: Most other cultures are backward compared to my 

culture. 
.466 .059 .111 

B14: Lifestyles in other cultures are not as valid as those in 

my culture. 
.459 .260 .085 

B8: Most people from other cultures just don’t know what’s 

good for them. 
.445 .104 .259 

B9: I respect the values and customs of other cultures. (A) -.031 .728 .017 

B4: Lifestyles in other cultures are just as valid as those in my 

culture. (A) 

.169 .513 -.068 

B7: People in my culture could learn a lot from people in 

other cultures. (A) 

-.030 .476 .010 

B22: I have little respect for the values and customs of other 

cultures. 

.033 .448 .209 

B18: I do not cooperate with people who are different. 

 

-.049 .081 .666 

 

B20: I do not trust people who are different from me. .114 -.118 .516 

 

B21: I dislike interacting with people from different cultures. 

 

.016 .212 .488 

 

a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations. 
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Figure 2 

Scree plot of the GENE 

 

The pattern matrix in Table 3 and the scree plot in Figure 2 suggest that the GENE survey is 

not unidimensional and that there are three factor loadings involved. 

Further data analysis included tests for equality and one-way ANOVAs. The Levene’s test for 

equality of variances and the t-test for equality of means reported a statistically significant 

difference (p-value = 0.001) between the mean GENE score of those respondents who 

attended multicultural primary schools and those who attended mono-ethnic primary schools 

(t-value = 3.028; df = 1162). The mean GENE score of the respondents in multicultural 

primary schools was lower than those who did not attend multicultural primary schools (30.5 

vs 32.2). Therefore, it can be inferred that the preservice teachers who attended multicultural 

primary schools had lower degrees of ethnocentrism. However, an effect size of 0.09 shows 

that the effect is small (see Field, 2018).  

The Levene’s test for equality of variances and the t-test for equality of means also reported a 

statistically significant difference (p-value = 0.001) between the mean GENE score of the 

respondents who attended multicultural high schools and those who attended mono-ethnic 

high schools (t-value = 3.236; df = 1162). The mean GENE score of the respondents who 

were in multicultural high schools was lower than those who did not attend multicultural high 

schools (30.8 vs 32.4). We therefore inferred that the respondents who attended multicultural 

high schools had lower degrees of ethnocentrism. However, an effect size of 0.09, following 

Field (2018) shows that the effect is small. From the findings of the Levene’s test for equality 

of variances and the t-test for equality of means, it is possible to infer that the preservice 

teachers who lacked social and environmental exposure to multicultural schooling 

environments (i.e., at primary and high school) could be associated with higher degrees of 

ethnocentrism. 
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A one-way ANOVA was also performed to determine whether there was a statistically 

significant difference between the GENE score (degrees of ethnocentrism) of the respondents 

and their year of registration. The one-way ANOVA shows moderate evidence of a difference 

across the respondents’ years of registration (p-value = 0.067) (see Field, 2018). Even though 

the evidence is not strong, further testing was done to investigate where possible differences 

might have occurred. A statistically significant difference was found between the second-year 

group and the third- to sixth-year group (p <0.001). The third- to sixth-year respondents (M = 

31.22; SD = 8.92) had lower degrees of ethnocentrism than the second-year respondents 

(mean GENE score = 32.54). However, in line with Field (2018), an effect size of 0.06 shows 

that this is small. A one-way ANOVA showed no evidence of a difference across the 

respondents’ different age groups (p-value = 0.665) and different medium of instruction 

groups (p-value = 0.621).  

Discussion of results 

We endeavoured to measure preservice teachers’ degree of ethnocentrism and its association 

with other variables in a mono-ethnic environment. The variables included the nature 

(multicultural vs mono ethnic) of the preservice teachers’ schooling environment, their year 

of registration, and their age.  

The first finding indicated varying degrees of ethnocentrism. The lowest GENE score was 15 

and the highest was 65 (a range of 50). The average score of 31.53 aligns with the average 

GENE scores reported in the literature that averages between 30 and 50 (Neuliep, 2002). 

Although there are no established norms with regard to ethnocentrism, Neuliep (2002) argued 

that a score above 50 indicates a high degree of ethnocentrism and any score below 50 is 

regarded as indicative of a lower degree of ethnocentrism. However, while the preservice 

teachers had an average GENE score of 31.53, the wide range of 50 shows that the sample 

had varying degrees of ethnocentrism. Preservice teachers with high degrees of ethnocentrism 

may struggle to teach effectively in multicultural classrooms resulting in instructional and 

affective dissonance. 

It was evident that item B2, “My culture should be the role model for other cultures”, scored 

the highest (2.68) and item B9 “I respect the values and customs of other cultures”, scored the 

lowest (1.48). Strongly agreeing with these statements could be viewed as having high 

degrees of ethnocentrism since it indicates how strongly one’s identity is embedded within 

one’s own culture. It also suggests a belief that cultural standards can be applied universally 

(see Hooghe, 2008; Tajfel and Turner, 1982) thus suggesting cultural superiority. Item B9, 

with which the preservice teachers mostly disagreed, is about respecting other cultures and 

their customs. Participants’ disagreement with such a statement suggests the likelihood of 

high degrees of ethnocentrism since this could be perceived as being intolerant and 

disrespectful towards cultures other than their own. 

Second, a statistically significant difference between the preservice teachers’ GENE score 

(degree of ethnocentrism) and the nature of their primary and high school environment 
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(mono-ethnic vs multicultural) was evident. This finding aligns with Vygotsky’s 

sociocultural theory (1978) that proposes that one’s environment plays an influential role in 

one’s development of attitudes and beliefs about others. It is with caution that we suggest that 

preservice teachers’ schooling environments have influenced their degree of ethnocentrism 

and that this section of the sample’s lack of exposure to socially and culturally diverse 

contexts may be the reason for higher degrees of ethnocentrism.  

A third finding based on the one-way ANOVAs showing a statistically significant difference 

between the second-year group (M = 32.54) and the third- to sixth-year group (M= 31.22; p-

value = 0.001), indicated that this age cohort manifested lower degrees of ethnocentrism, 

possibly as a result of their having received more schooling and having had lengthier 

exposure to multicultural classrooms during the course of their studies in comparison to the 

first- and second-year groups. However, since this was not investigated, there is no way of 

drawing credible conclusions.  

The significance of the study lies primarily in finding a correlation between higher degrees of 

ethnocentrism in respondents who had less exposure to diversity in their own schooling 

career.  

An unexpected fourth finding was the reliability and validity of the instrument (i.e., GENE 

survey) in the context of a diverse, developing country. The GENE survey, as a measure of 

ethnocentrism, was, to our knowledge, used for the first time in South Africa. From the data, 

a Cronbach alpha above 0.8 showed that the survey had high reliability and internal 

consistency (see Field, 2018) that aligns with the findings reported in previous studies (see 

Table 1). However, the variation (43.219%) explained through the EFA is not ideal since it 

accounts for less than half of the variance within the GENE survey. The eigenvalues also 

showed that the first factor is much larger than the other factors, making it evident that the 

GENE survey was not unidimensional in the South African context and therefore needs 

further investigation and possible revision. It is not known whether the respondents were 

reluctant to answer truthfully since they may have desired to be socially acceptable. This 

possibility is unaccounted for in the GENE and could therefore be a methodological 

limitation of the study. Using a measure like the Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding 

test as an independent variable could help eliminate the possible effect that social desirability 

has on the validity and reliability of the findings. 

In the same vein, future research needs to be conducted on a wider and more comprehensive 

scale. It should go beyond establishing superficial and stereotypical characteristics of 

ethnocentrism since the use of a single, quantitative, fixed Likert scale measuring instrument 

may have provided a reductionist view. Using a mixed-method design may provide a more 

comprehensive understanding of the concept when we are measuring ethnocentrism in similar 

contexts. Future studies should view ethnocentrism as a multidimensional construct that 

exists on a continuum and that requires synergy between quantitative and qualitative research 

designs for us to be able to draw valid and reliable conclusions. 
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Conclusion 

From the findings of this study, we conclude that high degrees of ethnocentrism could 

indicate intolerance towards diversity in the classroom that, if left unaddressed, could affect 

learner performance and further hinder transformation in South African classrooms. If 

teachers are to be considered agents of change (le Roux, 2016; Reygan, 2019), it is 

imperative that teacher education programmes help preservice teachers reflect on their own 

beliefs regarding the interwoven nature of social diversity and how holding strong 

ethnocentric beliefs could perpetuate distance, prejudice, and continued segregation.  

Based on Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory, HEIs, especially those with a mono-ethnic profile, 

may need to consider curriculum transformation by creating more explicit and purposeful 

opportunities for their students to gain multicultural exposure and cultural competence thus 

preparing them for the future realities of teaching. They should also learn to identify 

classroom practices that could, at least potentially, be detrimental. 

Such interventions can hardly be considered without attention being paid to this issue by 

policymakers like the CHE and DHET who may even need to revise the MRTEQ and adjust 

the NQF accreditation standards. 

More research on preservice teachers’ beliefs about issues of ethnicity-in-education will 

provide invaluable information regarding “our understanding of how and why teaching looks 

and works like it does” (Clark & Peterson, 1986, p. 256). For the classroom to become a 

place in which diversity is valued, teacher education programmes ought to include means of 

assisting preservice teachers to identify their own ethnocentrism and how to counter the many 

prevailing ideologies that, however inadvertently, promote ethnocentrism (Boutte, 2008) as 

well as those that do so explicitly.  
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Addendum A 

Generalised Ethnocentrism (GENE) survey 

Work quickly and record your first reaction to each item. There are no right or wrong 

answers. Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each item using the 

following five-point scale: 

Strongly disagree = 1; Disagree = 2; Neutral = 3; Agree = 4; Strongly agree = 5 

No. Item 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Most other cultures are backward compared to my culture. 1 2 3 4 5 

2 My culture should be the role model for other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 

3 People from other cultures act strange when they come into contact with 

my culture. 
1 2 3 4 5 

4 Lifestyles in other cultures are just as valid as those in my culture. 1 2 3 4 5 

5 Other cultures should try to be more like my culture. 1 2 3 4 5 

6 I am not interested in the values and customs of other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 

7 People in my culture could learn a lot from people in other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 

8 Most people from other cultures just don’t know what’s good for them. 1 2 3 4 5 

9 I respect the values and customs of other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 

10 It is smart of other cultures to look up to my culture. 1 2 3 4 5 

11 Most people would be happier if they lived like people in my culture. 1 2 3 4 5 

12 I have many friends from different cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 

13 People in my culture have just about the best lifestyles of anywhere. 1 2 3 4 5 

14 Lifestyles in other cultures are not as valid (correct) as those in my 

culture. 
1 2 3 4 5 

15 I am very interested in the values and customs of other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 

16 I apply my values when judging people who are different. 1 2 3 4 5 

17 I see people who are similar to me as virtuous (good). 1 2 3 4 5 

18 I do not cooperate with people who are different from me. 1 2 3 4 5 

19 Most people in my culture just don’t know what is good for them. 1 2 3 4 5 

20 I do not trust people who are different from me. 1 2 3 4 5 

21 I dislike interacting with people from different cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 

22 I have little respect for the values and customs of other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 

 

Researcher’s note: How to calculate the ethnocentrism score 

1. Recode questions 4, 7 and 9 with the following format: 1 = 5; 2 = 4; 3 = 3; 4 = 2; 5 = 1 

2. Drop the following questions: 3, 6, 12, 15, 16, 17 and 19 

3. Add up the 15 remaining questions. 


